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oads can have
big impacts on

wildlife and other
ecological processes,
but there are ways to
help reduce those
impacts. In 2008, the
city of Wilsonville,
Oregon, finished construction on the
Boeckman Road extension project.
This project was unique in that it
included many features to help make
the road more ecologically friendly.
The city went above and beyond in
habitat mitigation, adding native
plantings of willow, dogwood, and
Douglas spirea, among others, as well
as adding depressional areas to create
ephemeral ponds for native pond-
breeding amphibians. On top of a host
of stormwater management features,
Boeckman Road also included 13 dif-
ferent wildlife passage structures that
served to move wildlife from one side
of the road to the other without having
to interact directly with the traffic
passing by on the road above. 

The 13 crossing structures built
along the road included four different
designs that varied in shape and size.

The largest structure is a 400-foot span
bridge that ranges from 5- to 9-feet
tall. There are also two 4-foot by 9-foot
box culverts, four 2-foot-round con-
crete culverts, and six 1.5-foot round
concrete culverts. Along with these
crossing structures, the project also
included fencing running parallel to
the road designed to funnel wildlife to
the crossing structure and create a
barrier to keep critters off the roadway. 
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Wildlife Passing Structures
Support Wide Range of Species
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Can you spot the deer, duck, chorus frog, and slug tracks?

This raccoon moves through one of
the small crossing structures—a
two-foot-diameter concrete culvert.
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The fencing is a unique design, with
a solid concrete base approximately
2 feet tall with a small overhang,
topped by a 6-foot chain-link fence.
The concrete base was designed to
prevent smaller species from accessing
the road while the chain-link top was a
barrier for larger animals including
Columbia black-tailed deer. 

As construction ended and
Boeckman Road opened in 2009, the
wildlife crossing monitoring project
and other research investigations
began. At that time, I was a Portland
State University graduate student. I had
an opportunity to connect with the nat-
ural resource manager of Wilsonville,
Kerry Rappold, and I took on the proj-
ect and was the primary researcher
with guidance and support from Dr.
Catherine de Rivera in the Environ-
mental Science and Management
Department. We utilized a combination
of motion detect trail camera monitor-
ing and sand tracking techniques to
document wildlife activity in and
around the Boeckman Road crossings
project. 

Several research questions have
been tested at Boeckman Road. One
question investigated potential
species preference for using different
designs and sizes of crossing struc-
tures. It had previously been widely
assumed that smaller creatures would
be universally willing to use smaller
crossing structures; however, our
work, along with other investigations
since, has shown that is not always
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Boeckman crossing in 2008 before construction was completed.
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Boeckman crossing in 2009.
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the case. At Boeckman Road we found
that all of the native species of
amphibian and reptile detected in the
area showed significantly more move-
ment through the large bridge crossing
structure. 

Along with a variety of additional
research questions that have been
posed and tested at Boeckman, one of
our objectives in studying the crossing
structures was to simply demonstrate
use of the structures by wildlife. In the
very first season of monitoring (2009)
several species were documented
including Columbia black-tailed deer,
deer mouse, raccoon, striped skunk,
Townsend vole, Pacific chorus frog,
and garter snake, illustrating that there
was immediate use of these structures
by at least a portion of the surround-
ing wildlife community. 

Monitoring of the large bridge
crossing structure has continued since
2009, resulting in eight consecutive
seasons of data contributing to a long-
term dataset documenting wildlife use

of the area. During this time 28 species
have been detected using the crossing
structure with varying regularity.

However, three years into monitoring
(2012) we found new species using the
structure, such as snipe, red-legged
frog, and the Pacific jumping mouse,
that then became annual visitors. 

There are several possible reasons
for these changes in species presence
over time. Some species in other areas
have been shown to take three to five
years to become accustomed to using
a wildlife crossing structure; however,
this is usually the case when the struc-
ture is built as a retrofit on an existing
road. One notable change at the
Boeckman Road site is the growth of
surrounding vegetation. Post con-
struction the area was basically bare
ground dotted by patches of re-plant-
ings. Within a few years the willows
and other shrubs on site had taken off,
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A blue heron walks in the Boeckman
crossing area, note the fence in the
background.

Coyotes became a regular visitor to the Boeckman crossing area while the
road was closed for repairs, but became scarce once the road was re-opened.
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quickly altering the landscape, provid-
ing cover and other resources for local
wildlife. As the surrounding habitat
has matured, the composition of the
wildlife community has changed. 

In 2012 and 2013, an unplanned
road closure became a unique oppor-
tunity for study. During this time
Boeckman Road was closed for repair
due to unexpected settling of the road
fill. While we are still analyzing the
data, it was clear that while the road
was closed, species responded to the
lack of traffic. Coyotes in particular
had been notably absent from the
crossing structures, but were common
in nearby areas. While the road was
closed, however, the coyotes became
frequent users. Once the road re-
opened the coyotes once again
became scarce. This is one example of
how the activity on the road, such as
vehicles moving by and human pres-
ence, can influence species willingness
to use that structure. 

Boeckman Road has provided a rich
source of data on wildlife behavior and
response to roads and use of crossing
structures. This project has supported
the finding that crossings will be
immediately utilized by many species
of wildlife, particularly deer, which can
greatly reduce the potential for deer-
vehicle collisions. Boeckman has also
provided a greater understanding of
some of the more nuanced responses

that wildlife may have to the presence
of traffic and changes in surrounding
habitat. Monitoring continues at the
crossing structure, providing opportu-
nities for student learning and impor-
tant data that can help to inform
future wildlife crossing projects and
how we understand interactions
between roads and wildlife. ◆

Leslie Bliss-Ketchum is a wildlife ecolo-
gist who has been actively monitoring
and researching the impacts of the
built environment on habitat connec-
tivity, assessing the success of mitiga-
tion efforts, and developing habitat
connectivity assessments. She is the
founder and co-owner of Samara
Group LLC, a Portland-based consult-
ing firm, and a past president of the
Oregon Chapter of The Wildlife Society.
She can be reached at 503-481-6753 or
bliss.ketchum@gmail.com.
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A bittern wades through the pond area created at Boeckman Road.
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